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ABSTRACT 
Oriented attachment of nanocrystals is an important route to constructing epitaxially-connected nanocrystal superlattices for various applications. 
During oriented attachment of semiconductor nanocrystals, neck can be formed between nanocrystals and it strongly influences the properties 
of the resulting superlattice. However, the neck formation mechanism is poorly understood. Here, we use in situ liquid cell transmission 
electron microscopy to directly observe the nucleation and growth of homoepitaxial necks between PbSe nanocrystals with atomic details. 
We find that neck initiation occurs slowly (~ 10 s) when two nanocrystals approach to each other within an edge-to-edge distance of 0.6 nm. 
During neck initiation, Pb and Se atoms defuse from other facets into the gap, forming “dynamic reversible” filaments. Once the filament (neck) 
width is larger than a critical size of 0.9 nm, it gradually (15 s) widens into a 3-nm-wide neck. The atomic structure of the neck is further obtained 
using ex situ aberration-corrected scanning TEM imaging. Neck initiation and growth mechanisms are elucidated with density functional 
theory calculations. Our direct unveiling of the atomic pathways of neck formation during oriented attachment shed light into the fabrication of 
nanocrystal superlattices with improved structural order and electronic properties. 
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1 Introduction 
Oriented attachment of colloidal nanocrystals occurs in a variety of 
natural and synthetic systems [1, 2], in which nanocrystals connect 
preferentially along specific crystal facets to form a single crystal. 
During oriented attachment, the inter-nanocrystal connection, 
which is achieved through a “necking” process [3–6], is essential for 
regulating the coherent coupling effects in superlattices [7, 8] and 
thus enabling the emergence of various novel properties [7, 9, 10]. 
For instance, epitaxially-connected superlattices of semiconductor 
nanocrystals may show remarkable electronic phenomena including 
topological states and Dirac cones [11–13]. These phenomena will 
be favored in superlattices with atomically-uniform inter-nanocrystal 
necks that increase the electron delocalization length [14, 15]. To 
understand necking in nanocrystal superlattices, recent efforts have 
used X-ray scattering [16–18] and ex situ TEM [19–21] to characterize 
the superlattice structure before and after oriented attachment. 
These measurements indicate that the center-to-center distance of 
epitaxially-connected nanocrystals is often larger than the diameter 
of the initial nanocrystals [12, 22]. It has been presumed that necking 
may be achieved through a “click and cascade” model when two 
nanocrystals are at a short range and separated by solvent molecules 
[22]. However, the mechanism of neck formation in nanocrystal 

superlattices is unclear due to the lack of direct observation [23–26]. 
Elucidating the mechanism(s) of nanocrystal necking is significant 
not only for interpreting semiconductor crystallization through particle 
attachment [27], but also for improving the inter-nanocrystal 
connectivity in nanocrystal superlattices to achieve novel electronic 
properties [14, 28]. 

Here, we report real-time atomic-resolution imaging of the necking 
process during oriented attachment of PbSe nanocrystals by liquid- 
phase TEM [29–32]. During the superlattice transformation from 
quasi-hexagonal oleate-capped PbSe nanocrystal monolayers to quasi- 
square epitaxially-connected nanocrystal monolayers, we find that 
the necking occurs in three stages: (i) nanocrystals first approach 
each other and the lattice angle changes from ~ 60° to ~ 90°, indicating 
a geometry change from hexagonal to square; (ii) When the 
neighboring nanocrystals reach a gap (surface-to-surface) distance 
of ~ 0.6 nm due to the separation of ligand residuals, they stop moving 
and start building a neck. Atom-resolved imaging shows that it takes 
5–10 s to form a stable neck nucleus with a critical size of 0.6 nm × 
0.9 nm (neck length and width); (iii) After initiation, the neck grows 
to 3 nm in width in ~15 s. Using ex situ scanning TEM, we confirm 
the formation of two-atom-long necks during the superlattice phase 
transition. The mechanism of neck initiation and growth is rationalized 
with density functional theory (DFT) calculations. 
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2 Results and discussion 
We formed hexagonal self-assembled monolayers of oleate-capped 
PbSe nanocrystals (6.2 nm diameter) by drop-casting 4 μL of a  
0.5 mg/mL hexane suspension of the nanocrystals onto a 10-nm 
thick carbon-film TEM grid. We then deposited 100 nL of anhydrous 
ethylene glycol (EG) on a second TEM grid and sandwiched the 
two grids together to form a carbon-film liquid cell for in situ TEM 
imaging. The fluctuation of EG during in situ imaging initiates the 
oriented attachment of PbSe nanocrystals, enabling real-time imaging 
of the necking process with atomic resolution (Movies ESM1–ESM4).  

The image series in Fig. 1(a) and Movie ESM1 depict the oriented 
attachment of six nanocrystals (1 to 6). At 0 s, nanocrystals 2 and 3 
are already connected, whereas the other nanocrystals are discrete 
in a quasi-hexagonal geometry. Over the next 50 s, the nanocrystals 
move towards their neighboring nanocrystals and fuse into a quasi- 
square superlattice. The trajectory of each nanocrystal center and the 
inter-nanocrystal connectivity are shown in Fig. 1(b), from which 
we analyze the change of four representative lattice angles (α–δ). As 
shown in Fig. 1(c), all four lattice angles increase from ~ 60° towards 
90°, indicating the superlattice symmetry changes from hexagonal 
to square as the nanocrystals approach each other. 

The change of gap distances (distance between the nanocrystal 
surfaces) between five initially unconnected nanocrystal pairs is 
plotted in Fig. 1(d). nanocrystals 1 and 2 (a representative pair) 
approach each other from a gap distance of 4.5 nm at 0 s with a 
speed of ~ 0.3 nm·s−1. The approach speed gradually decreases and 
translational motion stops at a distance of 0.6 nm at 21 s. As shown 
in the third image in Fig. 1(a) (20.0 s), there is still a clear gap between 
nanocrystals 1 and 2 at this time. 

It takes an additional ~ 10 s to build a discernible neck, which we 
consider the onset of neck initiation. Although other nanocrystal 
pairs have different initial gap distances and different approach speeds, 
all nanocrystal pairs were observed to follow the same three-stage 
oriented attachment process (Fig. 1(d)): (i) the nanocrystals move 
to within ~ 0.6 nm of each other, (ii) a neck nucleus forms after 
5–10 s, and (iii) the neck widens until it becomes a stable size. 
Additional examples of this three-stage oriented attachment process 
can be found in Movies ESM2 and ESM3, which are analyzed in 

Figs. S1 and S2 in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM) and 
show a very similar final gap distance (~ 0.6 nm) and neck initiation 
time (5–10 s). 

The atomistic pathway of neck initiation and growth is explored 
in Movie ESM4 and Fig. 2(a). The clear lattice fringes visible throughout 
the movie enable us to reconstruct atomic models of neck initiation 
and growth (right column in Fig. 2(a)). We find that nanocrystals 
align in a same <100> axial occurs before neck initiation. In the first 
image (2.0 s), the two unconnected nanocrystals are separated by 
0.6 nm and show biaxially-aligned {200} planes perpendicular to the 
inter-nanocrystal axis. The d-spacing of the {200} planes remains 
constant at ~ 3.1 Å during neck formation, indicating the absence 
of strong lattice distortion. By counting the {200} planes, we find 
that both nanocrystals initially have 20 atomic layers along the 
inter-nanocrystal direction, and after the oriented attachment, two 
extra {200} layers form in the 0.6 nm gap. As reflected by the edge 
trajectories of nanocrystals (Fig. 2(b)), the nanocrystal centers barely 
change position during the necking process, whereas the nanocrystal 
width (perpendicular to inter-nanocrystal direction) decreases slightly 
as the neck grows. This suggests that the necks grow as surface 
atoms on the lateral facets of the nanocrystals diffuse into the 
inter-nanocrystal regions. Note that, there is a slight increase in the 
length of the left nanocrystal in Fig. 2(b) during the later stage of 
neck growth, which is probably caused by the deformability of PbSe 
nanocrystals after the removal of capped ligands. Recently, we have 
reported that the deformability of PbSe nanocrystals is strongly 
dependent on the kinetics of ligand removal [33], e.g., fast ligand 
removal by ethylenediamine solution induces drastic elongation of 
nanocrystals along inter-nanocrystal direction, whereas slow ligand 
removal by EG (same condition used in the current work) leads to 
reduced deformability of nanocrystals. The driving force of nanocrystal 
deformation is ascribed to the dipole interaction between nanocrystals 
based on comparison experiments and molecular dynamics simulations 
[20, 33, 34].Closer scrutiny of the in situ movies reveals that neck 
initiation involves the formation of transient atomic PbSe filaments 
(e.g., see image at 3.0 s) prior to the appearance of a stable neck 
nucleus. Fig. 2(c) shows a time trace of the filament/neck width. We 
find that the width fluctuates between 0–0.9 nm from 2 to 7 s due 
to the formation and cleavage of thin PbSe filaments. Eventually, a  

 
Figure 1 Neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an oleate-capped hexagonal to connected square assembly. (a) Sequence of 
in situ TEM images showing the translational motion and necking of six nanocrystals. Images are extracted from Movie S1 and shown in false color. Scale bar, 5 nm. 
(b) Trajectories of the nanocrystal centers showing the transformation from the hexagonal to square geometry. Dashed and solid lines denote nanocrystal pairs that are 
unconnected or connected, respectively. Four inter-nanocrystal angles are labeled α–δ. (c) Plot of the four angles versus time. (d) Time trace of the gap distances of six 
nanocrystal pairs showing the three-stage necking pathway. Pair 1–2 (orange dots and lines) highlights the three stages of neck formation: (I) approach, (II) arrest and 
neck nucleation, and (III) neck growth. When the trace falls to the gray bar (0 nm), it denotes a stable nucleus formed between the nanocrystal pair. 
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Figure 2 Atomistic pathway of neck nucleation between two PbSe nanocrystals. 
(a) Representative sequence of in situ TEM images (left column) extracted from 
Movie ESM4, magnified views (middle column) and atomic models (right column) 
showing the necking details. Only Pb atoms are shown in models for clarity and 
a closer comparison to TEM images. Both scale bars are 2 nm. (b) Trajectories 
of the nanocrystal edges showing the nanocrystal shape change during neck 
formation. (c) Time trace of the neck length and width during the neck nucleation 
and growth stages (separated by dashed vertical line). 

stable nucleus with a width of > 0.9 nm forms and grows to ~ 2.7 nm 
in width in 20 s. Meanwhile, the neck length is fixed at 0.6 nm (the 
final gap distance). 

We employed ex situ high-angle annular dark field scanning TEM 
(HAADF-STEM) imaging to investigate neck formation in large-area 
superlattices. We performed the superlattice transformation with 
a similar procedure to the one used in situ, i.e., first forming a 
hexagonal monolayer on a carbon-film TEM grid, then immersing 
the grid in anhydrous EG for 30 s to trigger the oriented attachment. 
The large-area structures are characterized before and after EG 
treatment by HAADF-STEM and analyzed using custom computer 
vision scripts (Figs. 3(a)–3(e) and Fig. S3 in the ESM). We observe 
that nanocrystals are mostly epitaxially connected in the square 
superlattice (Fig. S4 in the ESM) and the center-to-center distance 
of adjacent nanocrystals is larger than the initial nanocrystal diameter, 
in accord with our in situ results and previous reports of square 
superlattices prepared by nanocrystal self-assembly on the surface 
of EG [12, 33]. We note that the precise neck length should not be 
directly calculated as the difference between center-to-center distance 
and nanocrystal diameter; instead, it should be calculated as difference 
between center-to-center distance and the nanocrystal size along 
<100> directions. A precondition for obtaining monodisperse necks 
is the use of monodisperse nanocrystals. Statistical analysis of several 
images shows that nanocrystals in the hexagonal monolayer are highly 
monodisperse, with 95% of the nanocrystals having a diameter of 
6.2 ± 0.1 nm (Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)). These nanocrystals contain 20 atomic 
layers in the <100> directions, which is consistent with the nanocrystal 
size measured in Fig. 2. After EG treatment, a square superlattice 
forms (Fig. 3(b)) with an average center-to-center distance of 6.7 nm 
(Fig. 3(d)). Therefore, the neck length is calculated as the difference 
between the center-to-center distance (6.7 nm) and the nanocrystal 
size along the <100> directions (20 atomic layers, 6.1 nm). In addition, 
Fig. 3(e) shows the histogram of neck width, indicating an average 
width of 3.0 nm, comparable to the neck width measured in situ at 
20 s (Fig. 2). 

We confirmed an average neck length of two atomic layers by ex 
situ atomic-resolution imaging (Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)). The associated 
fast Fourier transform (FFT, Fig. 3(f) inset) shows the uniform oriented 
attachment in the connected superlattice. The overlaid boxes with a 
size of 20 × 20 atomic layers help to visualize the necks and determine 

their length (Fig. 3(g)). Most of the necks are two atomic layers long 
(Fig. 3(h)). 

Previous studies on gold crystallization found that oriented 
attachment of gold nanocrystals may also involve the necking  
of nanoparticles with a gap distance of ~ 0.5 nm [35, 36]. It was 
proposed that the gold nanocrystals stop at the small gap distance 
because of the separation of solvent, i.e., water [37]. Our recent 
atomic-resolution in situ TEM study on gold nanocrystals suggests 
the ligands could play an important role in separating gold nano-
crystals during oriented attachment [38]. We have observed that the 
approaching PbSe nanocrystals stop at a gap distance of 0.6 nm 
before the neck initiation in EG, and we speculate that this is resulted 
from the ligand-enforced separation of nanocrystals. Because the 
EG treatment is not good at removing oleate ligands as other strong 
ligand-removal agents such as ethylenediamine (EDA) [39]. Most 
of the oleate remains bound after EG treatment, but the {100} facets 
have a much lower oleate coverage than the other facets since the 
binding energy is low. The residual bound oleate can move and flex 
and might be compressed to lie along the {100} surface, which stops 
the dots at ~ 0.6 nm. As the atoms begin filling in the gap, it displaces 
the oleate ligands, pushing them out to the periphery of the neck or 
onto the other facets.  

We performed a comparison experiment on the oriented attachment 
of PbSe nanocrystals in the presence of strong ligand-removal agent 
EDA, and found that when the oleate ligands were aggressively removed 
by EDA, the nanocrystals attached directly without showing the 
separation stage (Movie ESM5 and Fig. S5 in the ESM). This suggests 
that the separation of nanocrystals before neck initiation is more 
likely caused by oleate ligands rather than EG solvents. 

 
Figure 3 Ex situ HAADF-STEM characterization of neck structure in large-area 
superlattices. (a) and (b) HAADF-STEM images of a hexagonal oleate-capped 
nanocrystal monolayer and an epitaxially-connected square superlattice. Right 
columns show the nanocrystal diameter (red circles), center-to-center distance 
(blue lines), and neck width (green lines) in half of each image as determined by 
computer vision (Fig. S3 in the ESM). (c) Histogram showing the distribution of 
nanocrystal diameter in the hexagonal monolayer in (a). (d) and (e) Histograms 
showing the distribution of center-to-center distance and neck width in the 
square superlattice in (b). (f) Atomic-resolution image and fast Fourier transform 
image (inset) showing the uniform nanocrystal orientation and neck connectivity 
in the square superlattice. Cyan boxes with a size of 20 × 20 Pb layers help to 
visualize the neck lengths. (g) Magnified image of several necks that are two Pb 
layers (0.6 nm) long. (h) Histogram of neck length obtained by counting the 
extra Pb layers between nanocrystals as indicated in (g). Scale bars are 20 nm in 
(a) and (b), 5 nm in (f), and 2 nm in (g). 
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We performed DFT calculations to test the hypothesis of ligand- 
enforced separation and better understand the necking mechanism. 
In order to reduce the calculation time while retaining the main 
structures of oleate ligands and PbSe nanocrystals, we simulated the 
structure with an oleic acid fragment (the alkyl tail after the alkene 
group omitted) sandwiched between the {001} facets of two rock 
salt PbSe crystals (Fig. 4(a)). With decreasing gap distance, the system 
energy first decreases and then increases as the ligand is sterically 
confined within the inter-nanocrystal gap. The system energy is 
minimized at a gap distance of 0.55–0.8 nm, in accord with the final 
gap distance observed with in situ and ex situ TEM imaging.  

We further evaluate the critical nucleus size by adding pairs of Pb 
and Se atoms into the 0.6 nm gap (Fig. 4(c)). The energy change ΔE 
by moving atoms from bulk crystal into the neck is calculated as ΔE = 
Enecked – (Edouble-slab + n × Ebulk). Note that, in reality, the atoms for forming 
neck are most likely from the edge or surface of nanocrystals, 
which have higher energy than that of bulk crystals. Therefore, the 
calculated ΔE does not represent the energy barrier of neck formation 
directly, instead, it provides the relative energy comparison of the 
structures with different neck thickness, which is important to show 
the different stability of filaments and thick necks. As shown in  
Fig. 4(d), when adding the first 9 pairs of Pb and Se atoms, ΔE generally 
increases with considerable fluctuations caused by surface energy 
change. Upon further addition of Pb and Se atoms, ΔE decreases and 
the fluctuations cease, indicating the existence of an energy barrier 
and critical size for neck initiation and growth. The critical nucleus 
contains 9 pairs of Pb and Se atoms, which is two atoms long and 3 × 
3 atoms thick, i.e., 0.9 nm in width. We note that this size is consistent 
with the in situ observation of neck formation in Fig. 2. 

We reported in situ observation of neck formation of semiconductor 
nanocrystals in liquid phase. We show that neck formation between 
PbSe nanocrystals occurs in three stages: (i) nanocrystals approach 
each other and stop at a distance of 0.6 nm, separated by a low coverage 
of residual oleate ligands; (ii) a stable neck nucleates after a period 
of transient atomic filament formation; (iii) the neck increases in 
width at a fixed length, supplied by surface atoms from neighboring 
facets. We provide basic kinetic data (e.g., initiation time) and critical 
spatial information (e.g., gap distance and critical nucleus size) that 
can only be obtained through in situ investigations. We confirm the 
neck size by the statistics of ex situ formed large-area superlattices 
with atomic precision. We also elucidate the initiation and growth 
mechanisms by DFT calculations. By revealing the necking 
phenomenon in unprecedented atomic detail, this study provides 
critical insights into how individual nanocrystals transform into 

 
Figure 4 DFT simulations of the inter-nanocrystal distance immediately prior to 
neck formation and the critical neck thickness during neck nucleation.     
(a) Sandwich structure with an oleic acid fragment between the {001} surfaces  
of two rock salt PbSe crystals. (b) The change of system energy as a function of 
gap distance. (c) Relaxed structure of two {001} surfaces with a neck consisting 
of nine pairs of Pb and Se atoms arranged in a 3 × 3 × 2 cuboid. (d) ΔE change 
as moving different pairs of Pb and Se atoms from bulk into the gap, showing 
the instability of thin filaments with few atom pairs and the increased stability of 
necks with more than 9 atom pairs. 

epitaxially connected superlattices. Our improved understanding 
of neck initiation and growth will facilitate the fabrication of 
epitaxially-connected nanocrystal superlattices with better neck 
connectivity and uniformity, which may prove essential for achieving 
mini-band transport in these materials. 
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Materials 
All commercially-available chemicals including oleic acid (OA, tech. grade, 90%), Lead (II) oxide (PbO, 99.9995%, Alfa Aesar), selenium 
shot (99.999%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, tech. grade, >97%, Strem Chemicals Inc.), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%, Aldrich), diphenylphosphine 
(DPP, 98%, Aldrich), hexane (anhydrous, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich), ethylene glycol (EG, anhydrous, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich), and ethyl alcohol 
(anhydrous, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as received. Ultra-thin carbon film (10 nm, 400 mesh) supported copper grids were purchased 
from Electron Microscopy Sciences (EMS). 
Synthesis of PbSe nanocrystals 
PbSe nanocrystals were synthesized and purified as previously reported [S1] in a nitrogen-filled glove box with oxygen content less than 10 
ppm. Typically, 1.50 g PbO, 5.0 g OA, and 10.0 g ODE were thoroughly degassed and heated to 180 °C under flowing argon, then 9.5 mL of a 
1 M solution of TOP-Se containing 0.20 mL DPP was quickly injected to start the nucleation. After a growth of 105 ± 3 s, the reaction was 
quenched by a liquid nitrogen bath, gradually warmed to 35 °C and diluted with 10 mL anhydrous hexane. The nanocrystal product was 
washed three times using ethanol/hexane, dried completely.  
TEM characterization 
In ex situ experiments, hexagonal monolayers of PbSe nanocrystals were self-assembled through the evaporation of 4 μL of a 0.5 mg/mL 
hexane suspension of the nanocrystals on a 10-nm thick carbon-film TEM grid. To prepare the square superlattice, a hexagonal monolayer 
on a carbon-film TEM grid was immersed in anhydrous EG for 30 sec to trigger the oriented attachment. The samples of hexagonal 
monolayer or square superlattices were dried completely in vacuum before the HAADF-STEM characterizations, which were performed 
using the probe aberration-corrected Thermo Fischer (formerly FEI) Titan 80-300 named TEAM I at the Molecular Foundry (MF), 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). 

In situ experiments were started from the dried hexagonal monolayers of PbSe nanocrystals that were formed through the same 
evaporation method used for ex situ experiments. We then deposited 100 nL of anhydrous EG (or 100 nL of 15 mM EDA solution in EG in 
the comparison experiment) on a second TEM grid and sandwiched the two grids together to form a carbon-film liquid cell. Before loading 
the PbSe NCs and EG, the carbon-film TEM grids were pretreated with oxygen/argon plasma for 30 s to increase the wetting of EG solution 
on the carbon film and improve the seal of the liquid cell. The liquid cell was installed in a TEM holder (all under nitrogen atmosphere), 
which was then quickly removed from the glove box and inserted into the TEM. In situ imaging was performed using JEOL 2100 TEM at 
Materials Science Division, LBNL. The microscope, operating voltage and electron beam intensity for each experiment are indicated in the 
corresponding movie captions. 
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Computer vision of TEM and STEM images 
The PbSe nanocrystals used in this study have a near-spherical truncated cuboctahedra structure. We have reported a method based on 
Laplacian of the Gaussian (LoG) filter to recognize spherical nanoparticles in TEM images [S2]. Here, we perform the recognition of 
nanocrystals in TEM movies through the same LoG method. The gap distances between neighboring nanocrystals (shown in Figs. 1D, S1C, 
and S2C) are evaluated by subtracting the center-to-center distance by the crystal radiuses of two nanocrystals. When two nanocrystals stop 
approaching and start the neck initiation, the gap distance becomes settled and the stop points in Figs. 1D, S1C, and S2C are determined 
manually when a clear neck forms between the two nanocrystals. Alternatively, movie S4 and Fig. 2A have the atomic resolution, allowing us 
to count the neck dimension directly in atomic layers, as shown by the right axial of Fig. 2C. As we know the viewing zone axial is close to 
[100] from Fig. 2A, we can convert the neck width from atomic layers into nanometric scale, i.e., one atomic layer equals to 0.3 nm. 

We used a similar method to analyze the center position and diameter of nanocrystals in the STEM image in Fig. S3A. We generate LoG 
filters with varying diameters and convolve STEM images with the filters to produce strong signal at the center of nanocrystals. When the 
LoG filter has a same radius as a nanocrystal, it results in the highest intensity in the convolved image. Therefore, by varying the diameter of 
LoG filters, we obtain the best fitting of each nanocrystal with their center positions and diameters. Red circles with the fitted center 
positions and diameters are drawn to show how accurate the recognitions are (Fig. S3A).  

To determine whether two neighboring nanocrystals are connected (by neck), the brightness at the middle point of two nanocrystal is 
compared with a threshold that is evaluated by the image histogram in the local area. If the two nanocrystals are connected, a blue line 
would be drawn to connect their centers (as shown in Fig. S3B). To determine the neck widths, virtual lines are drawn at the middle points 
of neighboring nanocrystals and along the perpendicular direction of the blue lines, brightness along the virtual lines is compared with 
another threshold that is evaluated by the image histogram in the neck area. The determine neck widths are shown by the green lines as 
shown in Fig. S3B. 
Density functional theory calculations 
The density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [S3], within the 
projector augmented-wave formalism. The exchange-correlation interaction is described by generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with 
the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [S4]. Van der Waals interaction was described by using the empirical correction in Grimme’s 
scheme, i.e. DFT+D3 [S5]. A cutoff energy of 500 eV and a 3 × 3 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh was used for all simulations. We have 
employed the DFT ground state structure containing two slabs of four-layer rock-salt PdSe crystals with a varying spacing as the parent 
structure (Fig. 4A). An oleic acid fragment (without the alkyl tail after the alkene group) was placed in the gap of the double-slab structure 
and attached to one {001} PbSe facet through a Pb-O coordination bond. In our geometry optimizations, all atoms are fully relaxed until all 
force components acting on the atoms are below 0.005 eV/Å. System energies are calculated with varying gap distances between the two 
slabs. 

The critical nucleus size was evaluated by adding pairs of Pb and Se atoms into a two-atom-long gap of the double-slab structure (Fig. 4B). 
The energy change as atoms are moved from bulk into the gap are calculated by following equation: 

ΔE = Enecked – (Edouble-slab + n × Ebulk) 
where the Enecked is the total energy of the double-slab structure with added neck, Edouble-slab is the energy of the double-slab structure with 
two-atom-long empty gap, n is the number of Pb-Se pairs added into the gap, and Ebulk is the energy of a pair of Pb and Se in PbSe bulk form. 
The two-atom-long edge-to-edge distance between the two slabs were kept consistent when adding Pb-Se pairs. The Pb-Se pairs were added 
epitaxially to follow the rock-salt structure of PbSe and packed closely in the gap to reduce the surface energy. The relationship between ΔE 
and the number of added Pb-Se pairs are shown in Fig. 4D. 

Supplementary Figures 

 
Figure S1 Neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an oleate-capped hexagonal to epitaxially-connected square assembly. (A) Sequence 
of in situ TEM images showing the translational motion and necking of five nanocrystals. Images are extracted from Movie S2 and shown in false color. Scale bar, 5 nm. 
(B) Trajectories of the nanocrystal centers showing the transformation from the hexagonal to square geometry. Dashed and solid lines denote nanocrystal pairs that are 
unconnected or epitaxially connected, respectively. (C) Time trace of the gap distances showing the three-stage necking pathway. Colored vertical lines connected to 
the gray (attach) bar denote that a stable nucleus forms between the respective nanocrystal pair. 
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Figure S2 Neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an oleate-capped hexagonal to epitaxially-connected square assembly. (A) 
Sequence of in situ TEM images showing the translational motion and necking of 9 nanocrystals. Images are extracted from Movie S3 and shown in false color. Scale 
bar, 5 nm. (B) Trajectories of the nanocrystal centers showing the transformation from the hexagonal to square geometry. Dashed and solid lines denote nanocrystal 
pairs that are unconnected or epitaxially connected, respectively. (C) Time trace of the gap distances of six nanocrystal pairs showing the three-stage necking pathway. 
Colored vertical lines connected to the gray (attach) bar denote that a stable nucleus forms between the respective nanocrystal pair. 

 
Figure S3 Computer vision on the ex situ STEM images of large-area superlattices. Both scale bars are 10 nm. (A) Nanocrystals in a hexagonal oleate-capped 
monolayer are fitted as spherical objects. The position and diameter of each nanocrystal are obtained using a disk-fitting method (see supplementary text for details). 
Best fitted results are shown with red circles. (B) Inter-nanocrystal connectivity and the neck widths are recognized based on the brightness in the neck area (see 
supplementary text for details). Blue and green lines show the center-to-center distance and neck width between connected nanocrystals. 

 
Figure S4 Epitaxial connection between nanocrystals in square superlattices. Connected square superlattices are formed ex situ by immersing a carbon-film grid 
loaded with hexagonal monolayers of nanocrystals into EG solvent for 10 seconds. 
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Figure S5 Direct attachment of two PbSe nanocrystals in EDA solution. (A) Sequence of in situ TEM images showing the translational motion of two nanocrystals. 
Images are extracted from Movie S5 and shown in false color. Scale bar, 5 nm. (B) Time trace of the gap distances showing the direct attachment of two nanocrystals, 
different from the neck formation that is observed in pure EG experiments. 

Movie Captions 

Movie S1  In situ liquid phase TEM movie showing the neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an 
oleate-capped hexagonal to epitaxially-connected square assembly. Analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Movie was recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM 
under 200 keV with an electron beam current of ~700 electrons Å-2 s-1. 

Movie S2  In situ liquid phase TEM movie showing the neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an 
oleate-capped hexagonal to epitaxially-connected square assembly. Analysis is shown in Fig. S1. Movie was recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM 
under 200 keV with an electron beam current of ~700 electrons Å-2 s-1. 

Movie S3  In situ liquid phase TEM movie showing the neck formation between PbSe nanocrystals during the transformation from an 
oleate-capped hexagonal to epitaxially-connected square assembly. Analysis is shown in Fig. S2. Movie was recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM 
under 200 keV with an electron beam current of ~700 electrons Å-2 s-1. 

Movie S4  In situ liquid phase TEM movie showing the atomistic pathway of neck initiation between two PbSe nanocrystals. Analysis is 
shown in Fig. 2. Movie was recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM under 200 keV with an electron beam current of ~700 electrons Å-2 s-1. 

Movie S5  In situ liquid phase TEM movie showing the direct attachment of two PbSe nanocrystals in EDA solution. Analysis is shown 
in Fig. S4. Movie was recorded using JEOL 2100 TEM under 200 keV with an electron beam current of ~700 electrons Å-2 s-1. 
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